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During the last 6 month period there has been a focus on education in relation to our work and, in particular, the 
role of schools in supporting the children of offenders.  Sarah Roberts, Consultant to Families Outside, produced a 
report, The Role of Schools in Supporting Families Affected by Imprisonment.  This has been widely disseminated and 
has received positive acknowledgement of the potential of “schools and education” being at the heart of this type 
of support. 
 
The Support and Information line regularly receives calls from family members and professionals concerned about 
the impact of imprisonment on a child or young person in their care. The chart below demonstrates the percentage 
of calls where there are issues or concerns around children and young people (44%). 
 

 
 

Call from the helpline: 

A Guidance teacher from Glasgow contacted the helpline as he is supporting a 12 year old boy whose father was 
recently sent to prison. This young boy has, over time, continued to disengage with the school and is facing 
exclusion. We explained how the helpline could offer support and sent out a professional pack of our publications.  
We suggested that he signpost the boy’s mother to the helpline and we could start to support her and her son. A 
week later we spoke to the mother who had come to the conclusion that her son’s behavioural problems may be 
stemming from his father’s imprisonment and she didn’t know how to speak to him about this. After a lengthy call it 
was agreed that it would be appropriate to signpost the caller to our Family Support Worker, who could support 
mum to support her son, and also engage with the school.  Support is ongoing with this family. 
 
Concerns for Prisoner: 

 
Callers “concerns for prisoner” include issues around; suicide and self-harm, medical issues, drugs, depression, 
mental health and alcohol. These may be stand-alone issues or most often are interconnected.  See below how this 
type of call is represented by individual establishments.  There were no calls from HMP Dumfries raising these issues. 
 

 

 
 



  

 
 

Call from the helpline: 

Caller’s son is remanded in Edinburgh.  She explained that her son was arrested at the weekend and had missed his 
court date after taking an overdose.  She is upset, angry and deeply ashamed about his offence.  Although she feels 
she has been left to pick up the pieces and is angry at son for not dealing with things sooner, she is deeply 
concerned about his mental state.  Caller has her own health problems and can't travel far and at this point is unsure 
if she wants to visit.  She is very emotional and mixed up about how she feels but is keen for us to pass on her 
concerns about his previous suicide attempt. 
Outcomes: 

The Hall Manager was informed about this caller’s concerns.  Transport was organised for this lady and she visited 

her son.  She was also referred to one of our Family Support Workers, for additional one to one support. 
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Parents and partners still form the biggest percentage in terms of call sources, but calls from professionals are 

certainly catching up and this correlates to the work that we are doing with both health and educational 

practitioners. 


